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Mike became a member of Veterans Moving Forward (VMF) Board of Directors with not only many years 
of business experience as a C.P.A., but also with many years as a puppy raiser of 12 service dogs (9 with 
Guiding Eyes for the Blind (GEB) and 3 with VMF). 
 
Here’s how Mike and his family became involved with working with service dogs and joining VMF as 
puppy raisers, volunteers, and BOD member:  
 
After coaching baseball and softball for many years, Mike and his wife, Donna, decided to hang up their 
cleats and pick up their leash. So began a long-term and special relationship raising service dogs born for 
a special purpose. At GEB and VMF they have raised pups from 8 weeks of age until they are a little over 
2 years of age. In addition to providing service dogs to the vision impaired and physical and mental 
challenged military veterans, they had opportunities to work with dogs provided to the ATF Canine 
Training Center in Front Royal, VA that became bomb or arson dogs.  
 
Beginning with GEB, it become a special organization to them. When approached by VMF to raise 
service dogs for military veterans, they decided to stay loyal to GEB. However, after reading some 
alarming statistics, they quickly reconsidered. The game changer was learning that 22 military veterans 
commit suicide EACH DAY due to unseen internal wounds inflicted by their sacrifices. Reading more 
about the battle caused physical injuries and the mental wars that rage internally, “Thank you for your 
service” just wasn’t enough. So the Dorulas contacted VMF and began raising an 8 week old SDiT 
(Service Dog in Training) Golden Retriever named Neil. Neil’s namesake was Navy fighter pilot, test pilot, 
astronaut, and first man to walk on the moon, Neil Armstrong.   
 
Once Neil passed certain tests, he was awarded a “Service Dog in Training” jacket and became protected 
under the Americans with Disabilities Act. This meant Neil could now accompany the Dorulas into public 
places to advance his skills in a social environment which a veteran would also frequent. VMF SDiTs are 
also trained to open/close doors, recognize/find/fetch a number of objects (i.e. remote, wallet, bag of 
meds, paper, and water), turn on lights, wake up a sleeping veteran if a nightmare occurs, and put clothes 
in the washer and transfer them to the dryer. Once training is close to be completed, the SDiT and a 
veteran are then matched. Any specialized training needed is provided by the VMF trainers. Upon 
completion of the training, an official “I AM A SERVICE DOG” vest is presented and worn upon leaving 
with a veteran.  
 
So just as the veterans protected us, these VMF Service Dog stays close by to comfort and protect as the 
need arises. Not only do these dogs provide the veteran with protection and independence, they become 
the veterans’ best friend. 
  
Once becoming dedicated to the VMF team, the Dorulas have continued to raise other SDiT and 
expanded their time to assist the special veteran community. In addition to Mike and Donna, all of their 
children (John, Mary Catherine, and Karen) assisted in the raiser role. Recently, daughter Karen, an 
Occupational Therapist, volunteered her services to work with the VMF Veteran Committee to assist 
veterans the readjustment needed to life at home, work, school, and community. 
 
Tears do appear each and every time one of their dogs “graduates”. However when asked, "How can you 
give these dogs up after raising them from 8 weeks old to 2 plus years?" They simply explain if everyone 
could see how quickly miracles begin from the tail-waggin’ furry angels, the question would become, 
"How could you not?”  
 
Although extremely proud when one of their dogs leaves to help veterans, it has been recognized that 
Mike can far out cry any one of his family members during these times. As Mike said, “From my number 
of past tears shed, it’s one area I'm confident I’ll stay undefeated for all our future dogs as well!” 




